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Abstract 
Education is a polymorphous activity that embraces mans 
disciplines.  
Religion and philosophy as disciplines in education share this 
characteristic.  
This position paper w hich is purely rational inquires 
into the harmonious study of  religion and philosophy 
to justify their inextricable l ink in the studs of  man, 
the world and the transcendental realities.  The paper 
attempts to distinguish between religious education 
and religion education accordme the former with 
spiritual locus while the latter is purely epistemic. It 
critically spells out some methods of  studying reli gion 
and highlights the place of  philosophy in any of  these 
methods. The paper concludes on the need for the  
teacher of  religion to develop competence in the art of  
philosophizing as to make religion education an 
effective asset to human development.  

Introduction 

A discipline such as  religion shares a characterist ic with philosophy and 

education. This is  based on the fact  that it  concerns man and his development  in 

relation to metaphysical  reali t ies.  Sealey (1979) observed that  the special  problem 

that  confronts  religious education is that  teaching religion is thought by many to be 

the same as teaching students t o be religious. This observation m u. stem from the 

personalistic commitment of those who embark on the studs of religion. If  In w mum a. 

understanding, religion involves relationship of man with the ultimate real its, a Minis 

alone this l ine  would therefore dwell  on man and the ult imate reali ty' as two hinges 

to the discipline.  

Again in as much as  the object  of  studs in religion is man. i t  inevitably  

explore human behaviour among other  things. This is  an element that  conies within 

the consideration of be ing religious.  The issue of relationship of man with the ult imate 

being consti tutes the local  point  of  me study of any religion.  It  appears incongruous to 

study a relationship of man with the higher order without integrating man into a 

relationship of sonic sort .  This in essence, is what being religious  connotes. A 

religious person establishes a sane relationship with other persons or group of  

persons and things in an attempt to reach the divine.  

However , the warning is clear that  the study of religion may no t call  for 

evangelizing leaner on certain religious creeds, leaving no freedom for consideration 

and decision making on alte rnative beliefs.  Sealey contends that  being religious, l ike 

being a priest ,  is  a f irst  order experience whim teaching and conversely , learning 

religion is  a second-order activity. This is because, teaching,  according to him, is  an 

activity within the education process that is designed on the intention m bringing 

about the learning of the concepts  of religion and the religious l if e rather than being 

religious. But this is a one -sided view of the activity. One may ask rhetorically whether 

i t  is  possible  to teach or learn education through acquisit ion of theories or principles 

of education without  becoming educated in the course. This agai n would be 

incongruous to concern e.  

Education is  a higher order activity and i t  is polymorphous in the sense that  i t  is 

ah embracing. Religion and philosophy share this nat ure too. Thoughts connected 

with them could emanate front any discipline and as such all  disciplines hold 

potencies for knowledge of education, religion and philosophy. This paper has no 

empirical  base for i ts problem. It  is  purely rational It  inquires into harmonious study 



of the disciplines of religion, philosophy'  and education.  This is  with a view to 

justify the inextricable l ink they' have over subject -matters such as  man. 

relationship, world, l ife,  soul,  spiri t  and the ult imate,  .among others.  

On methods of research in education, each method as i t  were has i ts own 

focus. One locus could be the discovery of facts and the relationship or differences 

among these facts often hypothesised by the researcher as in the empirical  research. 

Another focus which is rational could be purely conceptual.  This would examine the 

meaning,  use and appl ication of words,  forms and concepts to justify their  contextual 

appropriateness and relevance to human condition. This lat ter focus which as 

philosophical  is more appealing in the study of religion. The paper therefore intends 

m appraise and embrace the philosophical  approach for the stud) ' of religion, seeing 

i t  as more 'whilst  than an empirical  one.  

Religion, Education and Philosophy 

An understanding of religion education would depend largely on one’s conception 
of religion 
and education. Religion means so many things to so main people. To some, i t  is  our 
asset  to moral development, while  to others,  i t  is  acquisit ion of knowledge of G od 

and of supernatural  powers. Again, some understand i t  as embod ying codes of  
conduct,  r i tuals and creeds. These are among  other conceptions.  Whitehead (1926) 
for instance, said. "Religion is what the individual does with his own soli tariness”. 1 
his old t ime conception of religion is exclusive to management of one’s soli tariness.  
I his presupposes that  everyone experiences some degree of soli tariness and religion 
is an instrument of  combating with i t .  This totally subject  i  x e view of r eligion 

makes i t  a prerogative of the individual and does not suggest  objective contents of 
teaching.  Again Whitehead (1967) claimed: "Religion .  has  emerged into human 
experience mixed with the crudest  fancies of  barbaric imagination”. While this lat ter 
conception reiterates religion as experimental  phenomenon, yet  i t  leaves the vacuum 
of what religion essential ly is  one needs to know what a thing is to  understand i ts 
functions.  

Several  other scholars see religion as a  "Rink between God and man" 
(Adewole. 19R9). A system of beliefs and practices either of social  groups or of 
individuals geared to establish relat ionship with the ult imate being (Ayeni.  2003). 
These definit ions as  I  la t ight (1000) observed emphasise the dimension of religion 
while learning other dimensions.  

A subject  that  appears fragile to define would inevitably (rose a problem for 

education planning and strategies.  Actual ly the misuse of what a thing is that  is i ts 
essence and the notion id the u lt imate to which religion is referenced are prerogatives 
of metaphysics;  A clearer understanding of religion therefore would require 
philosophical  explorations to attain. This introduced  the place id philosophy in 
religion education Poplain and Avrum (1993:153) gave a  caution in their  words:  

Religious knowledge does not seem to be a type o f our 
ordinary empirical  knowledge in that  we cannot examine  
and evaluate i t  in the same manner.  
claims about plant l ife outside the solar system, cures for  
cancer,  or anything else dealing with events within the 
world of our experience, can be discussed and examined 
by certain standards that  we call scientific.  Hut the 
merits of various reported i tems of  religious information 
can be discussed and examined on ly in terms of -certain 
beliefs,  fai th or religious experience, even i f  the belief is 
that  these reported religious truths  have no religious 
significance at  al l .  

One point that  calls for clari ty in this  caution is the need to dist inguish 

between 'Religious education’ and 'Religion education '.  The first  which is a 
conventional term directs the activit y of education towards preparing educands and 



educators alike to become religious. This  is conceivable in terms of inculcating 
spiri tual  values and developing one’s personali ty  along this l ine. Religion education, 
which is the focus of discussion in this paper even though sounds unconventional,  
concerns the acquisit ion of knowledge of religion and the various religious beliefs  
there are within a specif ic environment. It  also dwells on teaching and learning about 

mail 's  relationship with the ult imate A phi losophical  discourse of this nature may 
need to deviate from conventions to establish clari t y of thought on issues.  

An activity of examining subject  contents and beliefs and justifying the 
authenticity of same for knowledge is essentially philosophical .  Both religious 
education and religion education are know ledge seeking ventures that  woul d require 
the use of philosophy to attain.  

A philosopher would readily assume a natural  connection of religion and 
philosophy in the sense that  ethical  codes that  consti tute subject  matters for religion 
holds much axiological  discourses m philosophy. An attempt to draw a l ine of divide 
would isolate the truths of religion as abstruse and difficult  data.  It  needs to t ie 
established at  this point  that  education impi nges on religion and ethics.  Philosophy 
seeks to justi fy this claim by drawing attention to the shared subject  matt ers of 

religion and education. These include the question of nature of man and reali ty;  
man's purpose in l ife;  the concept of moral obligations and value judgme nts.  These 
are amongst others,  Generally problems in religion just  as in philosophy hold 
implications for education. This underscores  the need for t  l ie use o f philosophy in 
religion education.  

A question now arises;  Docs teaching religion always amount to 

philosophising on religion '.’  from the discussion made so far i t  is  rather difficult  to 
dist inguish between doing philosophy and learning religion even when the subject 
mallei ' is  not philosophy of religion. T h e  study of religion i n  i tself  involves 
philosophizing on issues which generally concern man, k n o w l e d g e ,  va l u e  a n d  d i e  
transcendental .  
Methods of Religion Education 

In view of  the inextr icable union attr ibuted to philosophy and religion, a  
question now come.- to mind: Are philosophical  methods in education adequate for 
religion methods 1 .’  Th is  question, at  n- f irst  instance appears opaque in the sense 
that  i t  is  irregular to talk of methods when doing philosophy since the basic method 
of philosophizing is reasoning. However one could talk of approaches m formalising 
this reasoning activity. This gives rise to the speculative analytical  and the prescript 

w v modes of thinking in the first  instance and other ways of bringing about ideas for 
further reasoning 

In practice, speculative thinking involves the attempt to attain global v ision 
of a phenomenon to see how different elements of i t  form a meanin gful totali ty.  
Speculations in philosophy concern We nature of man, society and the world to order 
and interpret  data offered through sensation,  f i l ls  form of thinking which attempts to 

establish ideas as contents of the mind is involved m all  forms of  learning,  including 
religion. On i ts own analytic thinking dwells on meaning, use,  discuse and even 
abuse of words or concepts.  It  is  concerned with appropriate use of terms, in their  
contexts to see whether they carry the meanings they are purported to carry . The 
analyst  considers the rationali ty o | ideas and their  consistency with other thought  
products.  Thinking in this fashion would find i ts place in religion since i t  is through 

conceptual analysis that  ideas of the ult imate and the transce ndental  reali t ies among 
other things could be imprinted in the mind as objects of belief.  

Again, prescriptive thinking brings about  appraisal  and recommendation of  
what is  worthwhile.  Any area of  human experience falls within this realm of 
thinking. R e l i g i o n  i s  a n  experiential  phenomenon requires recognition and appraisal  
of transcendental  values a n d  recommendation of same for human condition. It  also 

requires cri t ical  examination of human behavioural  values and prescription of those 
considered worthwhile .  

A further question arises:  How scientific are these various modes of thinking 



as methods m religion education 1? In as  much as the three modes of thinking are 
clearly established warn a knowledge acquisit ion, they could be acclaimed as 
scientific since science dwells on es tablished ways to  knowledge and i t  is  not 
inherently opposed to religion. It  differs from reli gious only in mailers of in, and 
l imitation to knowledge pursuit .  Okoro (2004:36) in reviewing the work of Uranta 
(2004) elucidates this point .  He says:  

Religion teaches us to empty ourselves of our strength 
and invest  our trust  upon all -powerful,  al l  knowing and 
all  loving deity. Science takes us one s tep ahead of  
encouraging us to explore into ou r individuals,  our  
subjectivity. I t  is  by the scientific orientation  that  we 
establish practical  ways of explaining what religion 
conceives as mysterious.  

From this view one could make out the point  that  Religion and Science reach 

a meeting point in philosophy since the act ivity of exploring into our individuali ty 

and establishing practical  wave w explaining mysteries relies on rationali ty, which is 

the prerogative of philosophy.  

There is no gainsaying that  religion and science operate on the same 

philosophical  principles of inductive and deductive reasoning, l iven though r eligion 

leaves much to faith some matters which could call  for scientific probing, such faith 

is inconceivable unless through some degree of logical  inference. Religion conceives 

error as a limitation of the knowledge seeker to attain full  know led -re u what is  

otherwise known as mysteries.  Science on i ts part  sees what is erroneous as a 

precipitate K>r further inquiry. Philosophy acts as the midwife for delivery of  

knowledge in both stance.  

For example, such concepts as 'Being' 'causali ty' or 'Perfection ' among others 

have both religious and scientific connotations. While religion shows the tendency to 

conceive these terms m the absolute,  science sett les on the conception of them as 

possibil i t ies subject  to interference m nature Again religion ascribes knowledge to 

phenomena in nature in view of t ire fact  of the existence of the supernatural  force 

controll ing them. But  science subjects whatever is known to ver ification m nature.  

Philosophy brings both scientific and religious concepts to a harmony. Such issu es as 

'Being'  

'causali ty ' ,  Truth’ ,  perfection’ .  'Beauty'.  among others become matters for 
philosophic thinking. as primary perceptions of them are derivable f rom science and 
the thought products end in religion.  

The Use of Philosophy in the Study of Religion 

let  us first  cri t ical!} examine some identi fied methods of philosophy as they 
could apply to the stud) of religion. These may he typified as:  
(a) I he peripatetic method.  
(b) Thematic analysis.  
(c) Historical  method.  
(d) Pragmatic method.  

Each of these methods open some perspectives for stud) '.  As one would expect 

each method dwells on certain aspects of stud) and emphasize same as crucial  to the 

discipline. In the studs of philosophy, the peripatetic method which makes i ts 

reference to Aristotle,  creates in the learne r an atmosphere of introceptual contact  

with intellectual  reali t ies that  could dispose him to intuit  meaning and order in them. 

1 his is glaringly expressive in hermeneutics which requires exegesis ol '  word -- in  

ideas for relevant interpretation.  

The peripatetic method essentially consis ts in "walking about" relational 

thoughts to make sense of issues. It  makes as to objective the discovery of  hidden 

truths on matters of ponderance I t  could be admirable adopted in the studs of 



religion in view of several  mysteries identi fied on issues re lating to man, the world 

and ult imate reali ty. Such issues require much refection to tease. In the urn of this 

method for the stud}' of religion the relevant learning experiences,  would include the 

self ,  the human nature and the world phenomena as perceived by the learner.  

One would cri t ically say of this method that  i t  would favour heurit ist ic 

learning rather  than learning through the direction of the teacher.  Th is is  much 

reflected in the subjective approach to the organisation and use of individual experiences 

of the self ,  human nature and the world. Persona! experiences may not be homogenous.  

This snag inevitably makes i t  difficult ,  i f  not impossible for the teacher to play his  

role as a director of learning.  Again,  evaluat ion of this type of  learning would be 

best  left  to individuals.  Thus in view of i ts proneness to heurist ic learning the 

peripatetic method max not always ensure objective focus and evaluation.  

Ukagba (2003) making reference to Maritain (1079) describes the  peripathetic 

wax of  thinking as  synonymous with natural  philosophy of the human mind in the 

sense that  i t  develops and brings to perfection what is most deeply and genuinely 

rational in our intellect .  This remark clear s  informs one of  the flexibil i ty in h uman 

nature anti  of the mind's content.  This backs up the earl ier assertion that  peripatetic 

method to the stud) of  religion max' not ensure objecti ve of purpose. .At best  i t  max 

build up the spiri t  of inquiry of individuals on religi ous issues but incompetent to 

cert ify the level of know ledge on the issues.  

The approach of thematic analysis would be more appealing in terms of  

objectivity. The approach takes and concepts through intellectual  diagnosis with a  

view to clarifying meanings, reconstructing idea s and making out the objective t ruths 

of knowledge. This goes beyond mere exposit ion of ideas. In the s tud) of religion, i t  

entails examination and elucidation of such terms and concepts as 'Being',  ‘Infinite’, 

'Spiri t’ ,  'Soul’,  'Man’ ,  'fai th ' ,  'Belief’ ,  ‘Re-incarnation’  among other ,  These and main 

more of  such religious terms cut acro ss  other disciplines such as Psychology.  

Anthropology. Sociology and Philosophy, amongst others.  Other  concepts that  call 

for analysis to learn max accrue from indi vidual creeds. Religion has man at  the 

centre of discourse since i t  is  man who practices religion and the  ult imate at  i ts  the 

apex. Analysis of terms and concepts in this f ield is therefore expected to make 

relevance to human condition.  

The religious l i terature, o ften referred to as “Holy  books require conceptual 

and contextual analysis to understand and use as learning materials  and facil i tators of 

total  relationship of man with the ult imate being, for this purpose therefore useful 

commentaries and references max need to be consulted as complements to the main 

text.  This would expose perspectives  to understanding terms and issues, Anal ysis is 

believed to be best  done through effective c ontrol  of language,  f l ic word of  the 

Sacred Scriptures therefore should be i nterpreted and explained to the semantics of 

the language in use.  

However religious knowledge could he reduced to mere analysis of terms unless 
other complementary approaches are sought .  Analysis,  as Kneller (1971) acclaimed: 
does not solve  problems, i t  d issolves them”, if ,  as i t  were issues and problems in 

religion arc "dissolved” there is  a need to complete the task of knowledge acquisit ion 
by harnessing and organising relevant ideas t ,  systematize specific beliefs.  The 
religion teacher may need to look e lsewhere for methods n accomplish this.  

The historical  method in religion attempts the story of man and his 
relationship mill  t in.  ult imate.  This is laid down in chronological  order beginning 
from an understandable point .  Stories of  man's encounter with the  ult imate is 

generally localized to identified geographical  places and t ime The ult imate reali ty is 
believed to transcend t ime and place,  and as such his essence c a n n o t  : o  localized 
perceptibly.  The spatio -temporal  perception of this reali ty therefore is explainable in 
terms of man's relationship with him. This is not to fal sify the stories about men and 
God as found in sacred l i terature and reduce i t  to mere conjectures of creative mind.  
The stories are believed to serve as  pedestal  to further inquiry on the nature of man,  



the world and the ul t imate realt y.  Such inquiry is believed could last  the entire 
l ifet ime of the learner.  

History is a study of wha t happened in the How of t ime. E lements that  come 
into u include t ime, man and other objects of study. The study often turns the mind to 
the past  usually to make better  interpretation of the present and relevant prescription 

or prediction of the future, This charac terist ic  makes a fusion of history with religion 
in the sense that  both are about man in his temporal  condition and both guide the 
human mind to understand himself and bui ld in him the capabil i ty to make useful  

predictions and prescr iptions.  
History in religion could assume any or some of the following dimensions '  

(a) Classical Cyclism: This is recall ing some particular experiences that  continual ly 

occur through period of t ime. An example of this is the teaching of 1 he prophets ,  

which is presented a- communication from the divine while seeing the prophets as 

essential  agents.  

(b) Providential History: This traces a l ine of discourse from the creation story and div 

me intervention on man and nature. Such history is made on theological  themes. 

These include creation salvation and other soteriological  issues or trends amongst  

others.  

(c)  Aetiological History: This dwells on chronological  lay out of events in terms o f 

their  casual  determination. It  simply explains the role of man's freedom in wading 

through the varying circumstances in l ife.  These are among oil ier possible 

dimensions.  

In treating religion as  history t he teacher  makes use of  human experiences to 

express identi ty  and relationship with the divine, l ie takes the learner through a 

gradual development within a span of t ime. This is with a view to understand man 

and his l imits with the divine. One believes th at  i t  is  mar that  enjoys history, not the 

divine.  God transcends history. Anything historical  about him is  s imply expressive of 

man's conception of him.  

The pragmatic method of research in religion is essentially problem solving It  

focuses a human problems  and examines ways by which religion attempts to provide 

solution-,  to t h e m  Metaphysical  issues l ike 'Being',  'Soul '.  'Spiri t ' ,  Determinism',  

amongst others do not  consti tute the  primary points of discourse. Their meanings are  

often presumed and considered  only in the context m functional i ty. For example a 

question on the meaning of death was raised by Kierkegaard in relation to how it  

transforms a man's entire l ife and the need for man to prepare for i t .  Deat h is 

c o n c e i v a b l e  a experience that  involves the totali ty of  man in transit ion to evolving 

oil ier possible reali ty.  It  is  simply a new condition a man assumes as a response to 

forces of nature. Similar!} an issue l ike the immortali ty should be asked with caution 

lest  the metaphysical  conception of i t  may contuse MIL ethical  and reduce i t  to mere 

i l lusion. On ethical  basis immortali ty is the summit of ever} value i l ia ' exists while 

metaphysically immortali ty swallows up death of man and values. The pragmatic 

method considers these concepts from their  experiential  perspective.  General ly issues 

m religion that  come  of discussion through the pragmatic method place man at  the 

centre of discourse and examine the relevance of such issues to him. Pragmatism 

recognises a close relation between thinking and doing, hence, the will  to believe is  

closely associated with actions that  motivate and promote i t .  Such actions may be 

activated by nature as natural  forces may prompt questions on man and i t  is  equitable 

response to these forces. The questions too may be o n the realm of choice between 

several  al ternatives created  

by circumstances. A be lie I becomes relevant where every power of reasoning seems to fail . 
Even l imit  i t  is  taken as hypothetical  rather than the real i ty.  

Will iam James, for instance, argued that  our wills influence our covictions. Certain 
truths become possible throuu.l i  our instrumentation. He contended that  if we fail to show 

disposit ion to acknowledge the truth of an experience, we stand the chance to lose i t . 



Our belief therefore has the effect  of br inging into knowledge what is  already there. 
There is merit  in this  assert ion m the se nse that  one cannot aff irm knowledge of 
anything unless he commits some impressions of i t  to mind. This  impression is the 
belief and i t  is  on this that  the truth could be established. Religious experience therefore 
could be discovered or  created through the will  to believe.  

One would therefore recommend a need to harmonize these various methods o f 
teaching religion since each method may not singularly s uffice for religion education.  
Each method offers one dimension to religious experience, l int  educating in religion 
calls for agglomeration of see era vicarious experiences.  

Conclusion 
One would see that  each of these methods has a philosophical  component  in 

the first  instance had one also offers matters for philosophical thinking. A more robust  

approach to teach and learn religion would harness what is good or relevant in each of  

these methods. This eclectic process is believed to bring to balance the aim of  

teaching and learning religion.  

Although at  the beginning one ga ve a caution that  religion education is not 

principal ly set  to make a person religious, one mas wonder whether i t  is  

inconceivable for a person to be educated in religion without exhibit ing some degree 

of rel igiousity. If  rel igion is anything to come In. i t  is  m the att i tude o f those 

engaged in the process, Educating in religion therefore calls for knowledge of man 

and development of  his at t i tude to the world and the great  beyond. Any m eaningful  

approach to the study of religion should take care of several  facets to man an d his 

propensity to think about,  the world and the ult imate. 1 his  would necessari ly 

integrate in him a sense of commitment  to certain beliefs I his makes him religiou s.  

Also i t  is  believed that  effective use of am method of teaching depends on the 

teacher 's competence,  among other factors.  Teacher 's compe tence in this sense 

includes level of know ledge and relevant experience to teach as well  as 

understanding of  the actual  procedure to  the use of  the method.  Since eve ry method 

considered is identified with the use of philosophy i t  is  therefore pertinent to see 

methods of teaching religion as essentially philosophical  inquiry into nature of man 

and the ult imate as well  as relationship of the two reali t ies.  

One would therefore expect the teacher of  religion to de velop competence in 

the art  of philosophising to be able to  handle such rational inquire. This  is 

irrespective of whether the locus o f study is philosophy of rel igion or not.  A 

situation in which the teaching of religion reduces to sharing of facts from religion 

l i terature serves no different purpose from teaching of l i terature in any language and 

of t iny culture. It  is  the philosophical  touch to religion lessons  that  is believed could 

impact religious consciousness in both the teacher and the learner.  It  is  in  this way 

that  religion education becomes desirable as an asset  to human development.  
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